
Request Our Services Now!

Quality industrial products &
excellent support for over 25 years!

Electric Screwdrivers Cordless Screwdrivers Manual Screwdrivers Screw Presenters

Torque Measurement Tool Supports &
Balancers

Smart Systems Accessories

Screw Presenters are an excellent way to
effectively boost production efficiency

while not breaking the bank!

Click below for pricing!

The DRFF-520 is our most versatile screw presenter that can be easily
adjusted to accommodate 1.0-5.2mm (#0-#10) fasteners and at a

cost this low it is a welcome addition on any application.

The rotating inner drum and sweeping brushes continuously place new
fasteners on the pick-up rail to make sure there is always a fastener ready for

the operator to pick up.

See it in action here...

DRFF-520
Can be adjusted to fit:
M1.0-M5.2 (#000 – #10)

Click for Pricing

Fixed rail models available for increased precision and efficiency!

DRFF-500
Compatible Fastener Size:

M1.2 (#00), M1.4 (#0), M1.7 (#1), M2.0 (#2), M2.3
(#3), M2.6 (#4), M3.0 (#5), M3.5 (#6), M4.0 (#8),

M5.0 (#10)

Click for Pricing

DRFF-200
Compatible Fastener Size:

M0.8 (#000), M1.0 (#00), M1.2 (#00), M1.4 (#0),
M1.7 (#1), M2.0 (#2)

Click for Pricing
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If you are no sure what screw presenter fits into your application contact us
anytime and one of our technical specialists will be happy to provide a

tailored solution.

As an added benefit, if you provide us with a handful of fasteners we will
precisely set up your screw presenter in-house to have it working perfectly for

your application right out of the box!

Contact Our Technical Specialists Today!

Models for Robotic and Vacuum pick-up applications also available!

Fasteners are fed onto a
rotating turntable to maximize
clearance

DRFF-500R
Compatible Fastener Size:

M1.2 (#00), M1.4 (#0), M1.7 (#1),
M2.0 (#2), M2.3 (#3), M2.6 (#4),
M3.0 (#5), M3.5 (#6), M4.0 (#8),

M5.0 (#10)

Click for Pricing

DRFF-300R
Compatible Fastener Size:

M0.8 (#000), M1.0 (#00), M1.2
(#00), M1.4 (#0), M1.7 (#1), M2.0
(#2), M2.3 (#3), M2.6 (#4), M3.0

(#5)

Click for Pricing

DRFF-200R
Compatible Fastener Size:

M0.8 (#000), M1.0 (#00), M1.2
(#00), M1.4 (#0), M1.7 (#1), M2.0

(#2)

Click for Pricing
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